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Optimize your ability to pass the Multistate Professional Responsibility Exam (MPRE)! Strategies &

Tactics for the MPRE is filled with questions released from the National Conference of Bar

Examiners (NCBE). Thorough explanations of the correct and incorrect answers provide you with

the analyses you need to master the MPRE.Strategies & Tactics for the MPRE features: Basic

information about the MPRE and what to expect A recap of important terminology you will need to

know Expert advice on how to avoid common mistakes and spot tricky questions 156

NCBE-released questions from past MPRE exams, all with answers In-depth, detailed answers to

every question that explain not only why the correct answer is correct, but why the other choices are

not Advice on how to benefit the most from the practice exam questions A detailed strategy for

approaching the exam and logical rules to use to deconstruct each question
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This is exactly what I needed. This book is a straight forward no non sense approach for the MPRE.

I took it back in 2012 and passed, but I need a higher score for a different jurisdiction, so here I go

again. I don't remember much, except that I didnÃ¢Â€Â™t study Judicial stuff.I read the tips and

tricks and then started with the practice questions. I did 10 questions and got 9 correct. I didn't

actually read the fact patterns. I just eliminated the answers and followed the logic in the answer

choices. Once I narrowed down the answer choices, I dug through the cobwebs of my brain and



picked an answer that seemed vaguely familiar.Rinse. Repeat. 8/10 for the next set. I missed items

in areas that I literally never studied. I always narrowed it down to the best two answers. I then rea

the fact pattern and see if I can figure it out. Also, I make little flashcards, on my smart phone, using

the explanations provided in the book.My point? This book has every you need to hack the MPRE. I

finally understand why the LSAT tests logical reasoning! Too bad I figured this out AFTER law

school and the General Bar Exam.I didn't know it was this easy.

Would definitely recommend for anyone taking the MPRE. Gives some very helpful test strategies

and hints specific to the MPRE, and then packs in almost 200 previously-used test questions with

detailed answers and explanations.

Great book and better than the simulated bar prep companies' questions. My last MPRE score

wasn't high enough to pass in all jurisdictions like I wanted so I studied solely from this book after

going through the ABA rules. My score increased by 14 points, and I passed in all jurisdictions!

Highly recommend this book, but make sure you studied the ABA rules first before using it!

I have read many MPRE books, but this one is my favorite. I personally find it better than the Barbri

MPRE review because this book gives you clues and tricks to avoid picking the answer that "looks

attractive, but wrong."

great because it has lots of explanations, which i find most helpful to getting multiple choice

questions on the mpre or bar correct, since they require more than just straight memorization. but

you can also get similar explanations through the free mpre courses offered by bar study services

Simple book, very helpful. After I read it I started getting more and more questions correctly

because it helped me understand how to read and think about the questions properly.

This was a great supplement for me. Very clear, well written, and just what you need, LOTS of

practice questions. The strategies section is not overkill, but very useful information to know in

addition to the actual content. Great supplement for my review course (I'm MPRE & bar prepping

now, but this also helped a lot during my professional responsibility course).

I ended up needing to go with Kaplan before I could actually pass, do not recommend for those with



questionable moral compasses
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